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PREFACE

The development of the prototype fault tree displayed

in this report grew out of an extensive assessment of needs

in Alameda County related to preparation of youth for the

world of work, and the concomitant need for an adequate

tooZ for adMinistrative decisions regarding long-range

pZanning and resource allocation. It is presented here

in the hope that it will stimulate creative new approaches

to educational problems.

Technical development of the tree and the preparation

of this report were done by Belle Ruth Witkin, Research and
EValuation Specialist for the FACE Center, under the generaZ

direction of George F. Wilkinson, Center Director.

Special acknowledgment is given to Kent Stephens,
Director of Business Services, Seattle Public Schools, who
was the principal technical consultant; David Baasl of the
Institute of Systems Science; Jon Stephens and Robert Schroeder
of the Boeing Company; and Marvin Lamoureux, part-time research
assistant for the,Center.

Also, special appreciation is extended to the many others
who assisted with the construction of the tree by describing
possible failure eZements and providing critiques for the tree.
Their encouragement and heZp were invaluable and their sugges-
tions are incorporated in the finaZ version of the tree.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Definition

Fault tree analysis is an operations research tool which has been

used with signal success as the principal analytical tool of

system safety engineering on aerospace projects. The prototype

displayed in this document is the first full scale application

to an educational problem.

Fault tree analysis is a technique for increasing the probability

of success in any system by analyzing the most likely modes of

failure that could occur. The fault tree was so named because

the completed graphic portrayal of a functional system has uti-

li,zed a branching process analogous to the development of a tree.

The undesired event is located at the apex, and the various con-

tributing events are the branches that extend outward and down.

A fault tree, also called an "event logic network," provides a

concise and logical step by step description of the various

combinations of possible occurrences within a system which can

result in a pre-defined "undesired event." It is a diagram which

traces systematically the probable modes of failure leading to

the undesired event, the interactions among these modes, and the

critical paths.

The process of cause and effect analysis starts with the state-

ment of a critical undesired event which one wants to prevent



1.1 Definition

happening. The fault tree is then constructed by a series of

logical steps, showing at each stage precisely how a given

failure* event can occur. When the tree is finished, mathematical

formulas based on the probability of occurrence of individual

events are applied to determine the critical path leading to the

top undesired event. On large trees, the data are fed into a

computer for simulation and quantification.

1.2 Applicability to education

Fault tree analysis has the following advantages for educational

planners: (1) It forces the asking of those questions which

identify the things that retard attainment of objectives or,

worse, result in absolute failure to reach them. (2) The

completed tree makes it possible for expert judgment to be brought

to bear on one portion of a problem at a time, and, perhaps most

important, shows the interrelationship of all elemenis in the

program in a systematic way providing information to teachers,

principals, superintendents or school boards, of a type and in a

form which will provide a rational basis for decision-making.

(3) Since a good tree has predictive value, it permits redesign

of new programs or the building in of safeguards before the program

is put into operation. (4) It can also provide continuing

evaluation of a program in operation, thus signaling the need for

correction to prevent failure. (5) Its greatest value lies

in its use as a planning and design technique. When properly

*By "failure" is meant the inability of a system or portion of a

system to perform iis expected function(s).

-2-



1.2 Applicability to education

implemented, it can assist instructional planners and educational

researchers to discover the most probable weaknesses in a plan,

and thus provide data for decisions regarding the allocation of

resources for the improvement of the system. Most evaluations

of new programs are concerned mainly with the "products" of a

change. Fault tree analysis also provides for "process"

evaluation, and is thus particularly applicable to field studies.

Further advantages are:

a. The analysis is valuable for putting all pieces of a problem

together into a systematic whole.

b. It pinpoints areas of responsibility,

c. It enables an administrator, as manager, to analyze value

judgments and philosophical statements into manageable,

quantifiable statements of events.

1.3 Scope and _purpose

This report will cover the following additional sections:

Section 2.0 A brief history of fault tree analysis
and a comparison of its use in engineering
and the behavioral sciences.

Section 3.0 Principles of fault tree construction.

Section 4.0 A description of a prototype fault tree
applied to the general problem, "Improvement
of education as preparation for the world of
work."

Section 5.0 Analysis of the prototype tree.

Section 6.0 Evaluation of fault tree analysis as an
educational research and planning technique.



1.3 Scope and purpose

The tree depicted in this report can to a.degree be used as a

general model. Restrictions on that use will be noted in Section

5.0. The analysis has been undertaken only to the extent of

drawing the tree and verifying the inputs. The quantification

of the tree, to determine the most critical paths, will require

a probability evaluation of the failure events which is beyond

the scope of this document.

The prototype tree displayed here should not be construed as

representing the final drawing of the tree. Many other possibil-

ities exist, some of which are discussed in Section 4.4.

The purpose of this report, then, is to give educators some back-

ground in fault tree analysis as applied to educational planning

and evaluation, together with an example from a problem of

pervasive national concern. Future reports will deal with prob-

lems of quantification and evaluation of fault trees, simulation,

and further application to specific systems.

-4-



2.0 HISTORY

The concept of fault tree analysis originally developed as a

technique which Bell Telephone Laboratories used to perform a

safety evaluation of the Minuteman Launch Control System. Bell

engineers discovered that the method used to describe the flow

of "correct" logic in data processing equipment could also be

used for analyzing the "false" logic resulting from component

1
failures. The format was also well suited to the application

of probability theory in order to define numerically the critical

fault modes. Haasl points out that the Minuteman Safety Study

was successfully completed using the new technique, and provided

convincing arguments for the incorporation of a number of equip-

ment and procedure modifications.

Further development of the analytical and mathematical techniques

of fault tree analysis has occurred principally in The Boeing

Company, and since it was first introduced in 1961, the technique

has been applied to many different systems inside and outside the

company. Some of these have been a model of the man/machine

interface in a manned space system, and analysis of such problems

as highway safety and vandalism in the schools.

The appLication of fault tree analysis to educational problems

came about originally through the interest of the Alameda County

PACE Center in discovering a predictive tool which would act as

1
Haasl, David F. Advanced Concepts in Fault Tree Analysis. Paper

presented at System Safety Symposium, June 1965. University of

Washington and The.Boeing Company.



2.0 HISTORY

a sort of "early warning" signal to educators regarding critical

needs to which they should direct their attention. A prime

function of PACE
2 Centers in Ca:lifornia (funded under Title III

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, P.L. No. 89-10)

has been to develop means of assessing educational needs so that

priority could be given to those areas of instruction most in

need of innovative or exemplary solutions.

In 1966, when the Alameda County PACE Center was first funded,

many of the really pressing problems were known in a general way.

Efforts of most of the California centers therefore centered on

identifying in depth and more accurately than before the needs

of students, a "need" being defined as "a significant discrepancy

between societal expectations and actual performance profiles of

a given target population." It should be noted that needs were

defined in terms of students, not of the school system itself.

Many models were tested by the 21 centers, most of them involving

to a greater or lesser degree the perceptions of students,

teachers, administrators, parents, or people in the surrounding

community.

The results of the Alameda County PACE Center's needs assessment

and the relationship of fault tree analysis to the assessing of

needs and assigning of priorities are detailed elsewhere.
3

The.

Center was continuing to search, however, for an analytical tool

2Acronym for Projects to Advance Creativity in Education.

3Master Plan for Occupational Preparation in Alameda County. In

preparation.



which would alert administrators, school boards, and parents to

emerging aspects of a problem which might be overlooked through

the use of conventional research tools. (An analogy might be the

development of "multiphasic" health testing in preventive

medicine.)

In the fall of 1966, the research specialist of the Center was

put in touch with Kent Stephens, then a member of an aerospace

group in The Boeing Company, and first learned about fault tree

analysis. Subsequently, Stephens and two colleagues, David Haasl

and Jon Stephens, visited the PACE Center to explain the princi-

ples of fault tree analysis, and in May 1967 they conducted a

week-long training program for school administrators and other

interested persons under the sponsorship of the Center and the

Alameda County School Department. There the first trees applied

to educational problems were drawn, and the possibilities of the

technique were explored. Subsequently, Sam Henrie, research

director for the Emery Unified School District, and Robert E.

Swain, then principal of Emery High School, conducted an analysis

based on the district's new communication program, which generated

significant information and pointed the way to some needed changes.

The tree displayed in this document was developed out of the

experience in that workshop and further technical training

received by the writer at a two-week intensive summer institute

on System Safety Engineering, conducted by the University of

Washington in August 1967.



2.0 HISTORY

The prototype tree (see Appendix) was constructed because one of

the most pressing needs of students in Alameda County (as well as

elsewhere in California) was found to be better preparation for

the world of work. With an unemployment rate of youth 17 to 24

years old running as high as 35 percent in some locations, the

problem was an urgent one. The critical undesired event chosen

for analysis was "Failure to be employed at an entry-level job

with possibilities for advancement."
Rationale for the choice

of this event is given in Section 4.3.



3.0 PRINCIPLES OF FAULT TREE CONSTRUCTION
4

In this section are set forth some general principles of fault

tree construction. The discussion is limited to the logic net-

work itself, and does not include the mathematical principles.

3.1 Definitions

System: an interacting set of discrete independent elements. A

system may include two or more subsystems.

Element or component: the fundamental unit of analysis. May be

parts, procedures, ideas, methods--people, materials, equip-

ment, rooms, etc. The element exists in its own right,

regardless of the existence of the system.

Interacting: key word. Each element interacts with other elements

to produce desirable or undesirable results. If you change the

state of one of the elements, you .change the system.

e.g. An aircraft with 4 engines.

If one engine goes out, the system is changed.

If two engines go out, the system is further changed.

If both engines out are on the same side, the system is

different from one in which one engine on each side

is out.

e.g. A sophomore English class with 20 students is a different

system from one with 35 students.

A classroom with fixed desks is a different system from

one with movable chairs.

3.2 General steps

1. Analyze the system. See Figure 1 for the systems approach.

2. Identify the pertinent subsystems and elements (components).

3. Bound the system for purposes of analysis.

4. Decide whether to use success or failure analysis for problem

area identification.

5. For failure analysis, identify major undesired outcomes of

the system, and classify according to some index of criticality.

4The material in this section is adapted in part from Haasl, cit,

and lectures at the System Safety Engineering institute mentioned in

Section 2.0, above.
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3.2 General steps

6. Select an undesired event for analysis on the basis of

assigned priorities.

7. Determine possible modes of occurrence -- that is, construct

the fault tree.

8. Validate the inputs.

9. Evaluate the events for likelihood (probability) of occur-

rence. Determine critical path(s). (The quantification,

computer analysis, and critical path identification are

beyond the scope of this report.)

10. Submit to appropriate person(s) (administrator, school

board, etc.) for decision.

3.2.1 Analysis of the system

Suppose that it is desired to analyze a new instructional program

in English. The system to be analyzed might be the program itself

as it operates in one classroom, or in all of the classrooms in a

given grade in one school, or in all grades in that school; or in

an entire school district, K-12. Once it is decided what the

system is which will be analyzed, the system boundaries and

elements can be described.

An important consideration in this first step is to specify the

type of output expected from the program, preferably in precise

behavioral terms. Only if the output, or goal, is clear can

decisions be made regarding whether the goal has been met.

For instance, a school wants to improve an in-service training

program for teachers. Let us postulate a two-week summer

institute designed to prepare teachers to work with students

whose first language was Spanish. If the institute has been

properly designed, there will be one or more clear statements of

exactly what the teachers will be expected to do at the end of

-10-



3.2.1 Analysis of the system

the two weeks, and the steps by which they will get there.S The

undesired event will then be a statement related to the major

goal.

3.2.2 Identification of subsystems and elements

These may be arbitrary. For example, if the system is to be a

new program in one classroom, then possible subsystems might be

the content of the program, teaching facilities, equipment, the

students in that classroom, their teacher, the room, time

allotted for the program, and teaching strategies.

Elements within a subsystem should be carefully considered, as

most of the individual failure events will occur at this level.

Even such an item as classroom lighting might be an important

element. Elements in the student subsystem might be classified

as failures before entering the program, during the program, and

following the program. Teacher failure elements might include

previous training, previous teaching experience, interest in the

new program, preparation for the new program, understanding of

the materials, rapport with the students, and so on.

Each subsystem should be designed for success internally, but

one task of educators is to insure that putting "safe" subsystems

together will produce a "safe" system. It is not automatic. Fault

tree analysis shows the interaction effects of these subsystems.

For a more thorough discussion of behavioral objectives, see Mager,

Robert*F. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Palo Alto: Fearon

Publishers, 1962.
Also, Mager, Robert F. and Kenneth M. Beach, Jr. Developing Vocational

Instruction. Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers, 1967.



3.2 General Steps

3.2.3 Bounding the system

For the purposes of analysis, decide on the system bounds,

ignoring anything outside. If necessary, however, specify those

parts of other systems having important interfaces with the

system to be analyzed. For example, since the success nf a

program might well be influenced by factors outside the classroom,

the analyst would determine what other systems interface with the

new program--perhaps the home and linguistic invironment of the

students, the community, other classes in the school, the students'

peers, and so on. Other conceivable systems with which an instruc-

tional program might interface are transportation, school recre-

ation program, school administration, the P.T.A., or the secretarial

staff. The decision as to the extent to which these interfaces

should be analyzed will depend on the judgment of the analyst

regarding the influence for failure that other systems might exert.

3.2.4 Problem area identification

It can be seen from Figure 1 that identification of the "real

problems" can be accomplished by analysis for either system fail-

ures or system success. Theoretically, if one could specify

precisely all of the elements in the system which should insure

success, including the successful modes of interaction, one would

not need failure analysis.

In practice, this is often very difficult to accomplish. Success

is much harder to define, and therefore to measure. Success

usually covers a range of behaviors. According to one set of

criteria, any student might be successful who graduates from
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3.2.4 Problem area identification

high school with a C average or above, if that is the criterion

for college entrance. So "successes" might include all students

from those just barely making a C average to straight A students.

Even delineating some set of minimum standards for success is

difficult.

But if success is defined, for example, as ability to enter

college, then it is much easier to define failure. Furthermore,

ways by which one can fail are often fewer than those by which

one can succeed.

Education today is being wracked with controversy over the term,

"quality education." It is easy to say what quality education

is not, but much more difficult to prescribe what it is. Perhaps

it could be said that a quality educational system is one in which

the likelihood of occurrence of all identifiable hazardous events,

or outcomes, is maintained at an acceptable level.

For example, at a time when the national unemployment rate is

around three percent of the labor force, it might be said that

no more than three percent of young adults just out of high school

and looking for work should remain unemployed. The figures in

some locales are running as high as 35 percent, an intolerable

situation.

The remaining discussion is predicated on the choice of fault tree

analysis for problem identification.

3.2.5 Identification and classification of undesired events

At this stage one "scopes the system" by discovering all
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3.2.5 Identification and classification of undesired events

identifiable undesired events related to the desired outcomes of

the system, and making a tentative drawing of the top of the tree.

The analyst need not be an expert on the system being analyzed,

but may gather the relevant information from the experts.

In order to assign priorities to the undesired events, a critical-

ity index should be used. The following classification is

adapted from sysiem safety engineering:

EYample: A potentially explosive classroom

Index of criticality

1. Safe - System functioning
at "normal" expectancy.

2. Marginal - Further deter-
ioration of performance
will lead to states 3 or
4.

3 Critioal - Must take
immediate corrective
action.

4. Catastrophic - Intolerable.

Critical event

"Normal" classroom
interaction.

Overt, prolonged student
defiance disrupts
classroom instruction.

Students leave classroom
precipitously during
class time without
permission.

Students engage in
destructive acts toward
propel.ty and/or persons.

As another example, consider the performance of an adult on a

reading test required for a job. Types of performance might be

ordered thus:

1. SaEe - Passes test with average score.

2, Marginal - Passes test with minimum score.

3. Critical - Fails to pass test.

4. Catastrophic - Functional illiteracy.



3.2 General steps

3.2.6 Selection of the undesired event for the top of the tree

The criticality index will assist the analyst to set priorities

on those events to be analyzed. The top undesired event should

be derived from the clearly stated objectives of the system.

What most critical event might occur which, if prevented, would

enable the system to function effectively? The assumption is

that S = 1 - F, where S is success, and F is the critical

failure path. The event or problem should be stated in such a

way that it does not suggesi or state a. solution.

From the system safety engineering standpoint, the events which

need analysis the most are the critical or catastrophic ones.

For long-range educational planning, marginal events may also

need to be analyzed, as they may be the precursors of critical

events in the future. Another contrast with hardware systems

is that the catastrophic events analyzed usually have a very

low probability of occurrence if the system has been well-designed.

In the behavioral sciences, however, highly critical or even

catastrophic outcomes occur with much higher frequency. For

example, typical aerospace safety problems might be (1) to

prevent the inadvertent launch of a missile, or (2) to prevent

the loss of crew in a manned aerospace vehicle. Contrast the

probability of those events with the incidence of fatal highway

accidents, rate of unemployment of young adults in urban ghettos,

or the probability of violence during demonstrations on a hot

summer day.



3.2 General steps

3.2.7 Construction of the tree

Once the critical undesired event has been stated, the assumptions

regarding the system and its subsystems should be clarified. At

this point the analyst starts drawing the tree.

If the analyst does not have a good working knowledge of the

system he is to analyze, he can start by reading in the literature,

talking to experts, and drawing up a list of failure events which

are known to be related to the top event. After scoping the top

of the tree, it might be well to work closely on each branch with

experts in that area.

The drawing of the tree then consists of asking the question at

each step: What are the immediate probable causes of this event?

This proximity may be in time, space, or in some other

relationship.

3.2.7.1 Logic operations (gates)

The tree is constructed by showing the relationship between various

kinds of events. These relationships are symbolized by "GATES."

The following gates are used in this report in the prototype

tree. The output from any event leads to the top of a gate,

and the inputs lead from the bottom of the gate.
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3.2.7.1 Logic operations (gates)

The AND Gate describes the logical operation
whereby the coexistence of all input events
is required to produce the output event.

The OR Gate defines the situation whereby the
output event will exist if one or more of the
input events exists.

The PRIORITY AND Gate performs the
same logic function as the AND Gate
with the additional stipulation that
sequence as well as coexistence is
required.

The EXCLUSIVE OR Gate functions as
an OR Gate with the restriction that
specified inputs cannot coexist.

INHIBIT Gates describe a casual rela-
tionship between one fault and another.
The input event directly produces the
output event if the indicated condition
is satisfied. The conditional input
defines a state of the system that per-
mits the fault sequence to occur, and
may be either normal to the system or
result from failures. It is represented
by an oval if it describes a specific
failure mode and a rectangle if it
describes a condition that may exist
for the life of the system.

The MATRIX Gate is an abbreviated
representation of a combination of
events, which can be represented
by a series of AND Gates summed
together by an OR Gate. As used
in this report, the matrix consists
of two or more conditional events,
for each of which the same or Inputs

similar fault events could be the (Faults)

cause.6

Output

Inputs

Output

Inputs

Output

Inhibit
Condition

Output
Conditions:
1.

2.

6For further discussion, see Ericson, C. A. Advanced Concepts in the
Usage of the Matrix Gate. Pamphlet. Boeing Weapon System Safety
Division, August 1967.
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3.2.7 Construction of the tree

3.2.7.2 Types of fault events

The rectangle identifies an event that
results from the combination of fault
events through the input logic gate.
The event is an input, to the logic
gate above the rectangle.

The diamond describes a fault event
which is not developed further in the
tree, either (1) because the necessary
information is unavailable, (2) because
the event is relatively unlikely, or
(3) because time or other constraints
preclude analysis to any further depth.

The circle describes a basic fault
event that requires no further develop-
ment. It is a primary failure of a
discrete element due to its internal
conditions.

The oval is used to record conditional
input to an INHIBIT Gate. It defines the
state of the system that permits a fault
sequence to uccur, and may be either
normal to the system or result from fail-
ures. It differs from the rectangle in
that the oval describes a condition at a
particular point id time, while the
rectangle describes a condition that is
part of the system.

The house indicates an event that is
normally expected to occur, such as a
phase change in a dynamic system. It is
a basic input.

The small triangles are used as transfer
symbols. A line from the apex of the
triangle indicates a "transfer in" and a
line from the side denotes a "transfer out."

o

A A
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3.2.7 Construction of the tree

3.2.7.3 Depth of resolution

Using the foregoing symbols for failure events, conditions, and

relationships, a tree of any size desired can be constructed,

with the depth of resolution predetermined by time, available

knowledge, and detail needed for adequate decision-making. One

way to approach this is to decide that each of the events at the

top of the tree, just below the critical undesired event, should

be analyzed to a level of six or eight or some other desired

number. Since the tree starts at the top and rapidly spreads in

width and depth, even a relatively small tree with two inputs at

each level for each event will reach 32 events by level five.

The events in the prototype tree number well over 700, with over

330 end events. The average depth of resolution is seven levels,

and some branches extend to level twelve.

3.2.7.4 Determination of logic relationships and types of events

At each new level ask the question, Does this event require the

coexistence of two or more other events or conditions? If so,

those events are inputs to an AND gate. If any set of events is

composed of a number of events any one of which could cause the

failure above it, those events become the inputs to an OR gate.

There may be many inputs to an OR gate, but each one by itself

must be able to cause the failure.

After the logic gates are determined, the next step is to decide

which of the inputs are primary, which are secondary, and which

are command failure modes. A primary failure, represented by a

circle, is a basic failure of some component or element. It is
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3.2.7.4 Determination of logic relationships and types of events

analogous to some failure in an organism. Typical primary fail-

ures in the prototype tree are neurological deficits, blindness,

deafness, and the like.

A secondary failure, represented either by a rectangle or a

diamond, depending on whether the analysis is to go further, is

a failure from non-intended environmental conditions. There is

an out-of-tolerance condition which brings'about the failure

event. Most of the events depicted in the prototype tree are

secondary failures.

A command mode is one in which the component goes into a "failed"

state because someone told it to. It does not represent a failure

of the component itself. For example, an employment agency might

refuse to place an 18-year old on a job because the employer

requested that the minimum age be 21. Command failures can be

depicted also either by a rectangle or a diamond.

The above rules are useful mainly as checks for the analyst to

be sure that no important events are omitted. They have been

taken from system safety engineering. It may well be that further

development of fault tree analysis for the behavioral sciences

will uncover additional or different principles which are more

germane to non-hardware systems.

As the analysis proceeds, it will be found that very similar

events or even identical ones will show up in different branches

of the tree. For example, stereotypes about mathematics learning
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3.2.7.4 Determination of logic relationships and types of events

might show up in both the student and teacher branches. If the

likelihood of the occurrence of these stereotypes is high, they

are worth examining in more detail.

The events depicted by circles and triangles will have no further

inputs, but appear at the bottom of their branches. As the tree

undergoes revisions, the diamonds may be analyzed in more depth,

in which case they become rectangles.

When the tree is finished, the gates are numbered to show the

levels vertically and the number of gates horizontally. For

example, the gate numbered E8 is at the fifth level from the top,

and occurs after 7 previous gates at that level in other branches

of the tree.

Criteria for a good analysis are validity (is it thorough, compre-

hensive, and true?) and feasibility (in terms of time, money, and

the state of the art). If the analysis generates enough informa-

tion for decision-making to offset the time and money spent, it

is worth doing.

3.2.8 Validating the tree

The rough draft of the fault tree is nothing more than an

"argument tree" and should be validated as follows:

a. Each rectangle should state an undesired event.

b. Each and every rectangle should have the following questions

asked of it by experts:

(1) What are the causes of this particular undesired event?

(2) Are all these causes listed?



3.2.8 Validating the tree

(3) Is each cause listed both necessary and sufficient to

cause it to happen? If so, it should go under an OR

gate; otherwise it should go under an AND gate.

c. All rectangles which reach terminal points (events which

the analyst does not intendto submit to further analysis)

should be changed to circles for primary inputs, or diamonds.

d. Redundancies existing on the same level should be sought

and combined by redefinition of gates above them where

possible.

At various points in time during the construction of the tree,

experts should be consulted to verify that the events depicted

do in fact exist and that they have the designated relationships.

It is often well to call in the experts several times during the

drawing of the tree, to check for omissions, interactions, etc.

3.2.9 Determining the Critical path(s)

The methods used in aerospace safety engineering to evaluate the

likelihood of occurrence of fault events are not applicable to

educational systems. The Alameda County PACE Center is now

exploring alternate methods of determining probabilities and

deriving a critical path.

3.2.10 Submission to decision-maker(s)

If the fault tree analysis shows that changes in the system are

necessary:

--- consider what the system would be like with changes

(in effect, a new system).

--- go through steps 7 to 9 again.
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3.2.10 Submission to decision-maker(s)

--- ask, will the changes create other hazards in some way?

N.B. If it is impossible to prevent the occurrence of an
undesired event, it might still be possible to prevent
that occurrence from having an undesired result.

3.3 Using the analysis

If the analysis is undertaken during the design of a new program,

the decisions based on the tree should lead to design changes or

the incorporation of monitoring devices or back-up plans where

needed. The completed tree can then provide a verifiable check

list of all critical events growing out of the construction of

the tree, for use during the program, (1) to allocate responsi-

bility, (2) define communication channels, (3) monitor components

for faithfulness to the original plan, and (4) spot potential

trouble spots. It can also provide components for PERT.

In a complex ongoing system decisions may be made leading to

far-reaching system changes, reallocation of resources, or the

development of new programs. A check list derived from the end

events of the tree can help an administrator determine whether

the system is providing for contingencies, whether further

information is needed, and so on.

Although the principal target population is usually determined

through assumptions made before the tree construction, the treed

can further define who has the problem, to what extent, and at

what point in time. The analyst can then indicate areas where

surveys or other research would be beneficial to (1) supply

missing data, fault events, or probabilities of fault events, or

(2) to develop resource allocation strategies.
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4.0 A PROTOTYPE FAULT TREE
7

4.1 Choice of problem

The California State Plan for Title III of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act has classified the major unmet educational

needs in the state according to the ten goals of quality education

generated by the Pennsylvania study.
8 The goal referring to

vocational preparation reads, "Quality education should help

every child understand the opportunities open to him for preparing

himself for a productive life and should enable him to take full

advantage of these opportunities."

In Phase I of the needs assessment undertaken by the Alameda

County PACE Center, the area of "better preparation for the world

of work" was given highest priority for action. Fault tree

analysis was conducted as part of the research directed toward

analyzing the problem and finding possible solutions.

Since studies made elsewhere also indicated that one of the most

serious problems facing education was that students were leaving

high school without salable skills, the question was asked, "How

can the education of young people be improved so that they can

be better prepared to enter the world of work?" The following

analysis was made before constructing the tree:

7See Appendix for the complete fault tree.

8A Plan for Evaluatin the Oualit of Educational Protrams in

Pennsylvania. Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey,

June 1965.
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4.1 Choice of problem

MISSION

To develop a master plan of occupational preparation for

youth in the schools of Alameda County.

APPROACH -- Assumptions made:

1) Job entry failure involves preparational deficiencies,

including the parameters of basic academic skills,

acceptable work habits and attitudes, specialized skills,

and career choice.

2) Identification of preparational deficiencies will

provide the basis for proper resource allocation aimed

at effective occupational preparation.

3) The occupational j b seeking population is identified or

identifiable.

4) The occupational preparation system must interface with

the economic system in order for students to be employed.

Therefore failure events outside of the schools must be

identified.

5) Occupational preparation is career-oriented. The jobs

must show some promise of advancement.

6) Data are available for frequency determination of

identified deficiencies.

METHOD

Fault tree analysis for identification of occupational

preparation deficiencies.

IDENTIFICATION OF UNDESIRED EVENT

"Failure to be employedfull time in an entry-level job with

'possibilities for advancement."

MODES OF OCCURRENCE

See fault tree in the Appendix.

Although the prototype is constructed in such a way as to serve

as a general model, a particular target population was kept in

mind as the one for which the stated undesired event would be the

most critical under the present social conditions:



4.1 Choice of problem

- -- The "student" or "applicant" referred to in the tree is
actively on the labor market and needs a full-time job.

--- He has graduated from high school or has dropped out before
graduation. In any event, he has not gone on to junior
college.

- -- He is in the age range 17 to 24. This is the population with
the highest unemployment rate in Alameda County, as well as
the United States; the available statistics usually bracket
these ages.

- -- In California he is most likely to be black, or Mexican-
American.

--- He is probably not qualified for a job at higher than entry-
level skill.

--- The job must provide possibilities for advancement, and
therefore not be a cul-de-sac. It need not be in an
occupation in which he intends to remain.

--- It is assumed that some entry-level jobs demand specialized
skills and that some do not.

--- Part-time and summer jobs for students still in school or
needing less than full-time work are outside the scope of

the tree.

- -- Failures relating to "continuing to be employed" are outside
the scope of the tree.

4.2 Analysis of the system, bounds and constraints

The system to be analyzed was defined as "That portion of society's

educational system which enables persons to be productively

employed for the benefit of society and of the employer."
9

The

system was bounded to public schools, grades kindergarten through

high school. Subsystems considered are the instructional system

(with general, vocational, guidance, remedial, and other compon-

ents), the administrative system, plant and facilities, and

staff.

9
See Figure 2 for a functional flow chart of a hypothetical system.
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4.2 Analysis of the system, bounds and constraints

Interfaces were made with relevant aspects of other systems --

the home, community, prospective employers, unions, placement

agencies, and the economy of the region. Portions of these

systems became subsystems of the major system under analysis.

There was also the potential for influence on private and

technical schools, and junior colleges.

In the hypothetical system used, it is assumed that the "student"

on the job market, referred to in the tree, has reached at least

the sophomore year in high school. The school does not take a

major part in job placement. The system provides little or no

systematic prevocational experience, and defers its first voca-

tional courses until grade eleven. It offers possibilities for

students to follow college preparatory, vocational-technical,

business education, or general programs in high school. Work-

study programs may or may not be included. Once a student elects

to follow a given program, it is difficult for him to switch and

still graduate with his class.

4.3 Selecting the critical undesired event

There are many possible choices for critical undesired events

from such a system. Obviously, it is not the sole aim of a

comprehensive school system to prepare youth for employment with

specialized skills. But in the context of the social and

economic problems of our time, it is a disaster of major pro-

portions when up to 35 percent of youth under 25 cannot secure

jobs, or jobs that are not dead-end or menial, and that will pay

a living wage.
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43 Selecting the critical undesired event

The event chosen, then, was "Failure to be employed full time in

an entry-level job with possibilities for advancement." This was

felt to be a long-term problem worth analyzing. An earlier

wording of the event used the term, "meaningful employment,"

but it was discarded as being too ambiguous.

4.4 Scoping the tree

A decision to be made was whether or not to confine the analysis

only to those modes of failure having to do with preparation, as

events more likely to be within the purview of the school. It

was finally decided to extend the analysis to an interfacing with

the system of employment itself, thus bringing in factors outside

of the control of the student or the schools, but of great

importance.

It should be noted that while the analysis was under way, the

urgent need to provide temporary jobs for thousands of untrained

youth in order to avert another "long hot summer" led many

employers to waive their job requirements and to undertake

considerable on-the-job training of people heretofore considered

unemployable. It is highly improbable that this will be continued

to any great extent on a regular basis. Even with such waivers,

it has been found difficult to fill thousands of jobs requiring

only the most minimum of qualifications. It was interesting to

observe, as the drive for jobs in the summer of 1968 accelerated,

how first one, then another part of the fault tree came into

focus in the news media, validating much of the data in the

analysis.
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44 Scoping the tree

In a rough sense, this is the way the prototype tree was

constructed. The question was posed, Supposing a high sohool

graduate walks into a plagtfor a job interview, what oould

prevent him from getting that job? In the broadest sense, it

could be because he wasn't prepared for the job or because some

other factors were operating. In what senses might he be

unprepared? He might not have adequate basic skills, specific

job skills, or good work habits, etc. What other reasons might

prevent him from getting the job? There may be no openings or

the employer doesn't like his looks, or his accent, or he couldn't

qualify for a driver's license, or the job description calls for

males over six feet tall, and so on.

Another assumption made in scoping the tree was that it might be

possible to obtain employment without adequate preparation, for

the reasons cited above and others as well. If this had not been

so, the tree would start with an AND gate. As it is, there is

the presumption that either factors related to adequate prepara-

tion or factors not related to preparation as such, might cause

failure to be employed.

Alternate ways of beginning the tree are shown in illustrations

(a) and (b) on pages 30 and 31.
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4.4 Scoping the tree

(a)

1.0
Yaliure to be em
ployed full timE
entry-level job
with possibilitj
of advancement.

Failure to be
employed full
time in entry-
level job.

Failure to
qualify for an
entry-level job

1.1.2

in

es

Failure to be em
ployed in an ent
level job for re
sons other than
qualifications.

-

ry-

a-

Failure to be em
ployed full time
in a job with
possibilities fo
211-1===at..--

1.2.1
al ure to

qualify for a
job with possi-
bilities for
advancement.

1.2.2 i

Failure to be e
ployed in job w'
possibilities fo
advancement for
sons other than
qualif ations.

The tree above should be read thus: The failure in box 1.0 can be

caused only by the coexistence of events 1.1 and 1.2. Event 1.1 can

be caused either by event 1.1.1 or event 1.1.2. Similarly, event

1.2 can be caused either by event 1.2.1 or by event 1.2.2.

Alternate (a) was discarded because it developed that, with a few

exceptions, most failure mldes related to both sides of the tree.

ln effect, the two branches were the same, not different, subsystems

of the system.
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4.4 Scoping the tree

(b)

1 0

Failure to be em
ployed full time in
entry-level job
with possibilitias
for advancement.

Failures in Failures in Failures in Failures in

the student the school. the home. the process of
employment.

1.2.11

Failures
in the
teacher.

1.2.2

Failures
in course
content.

1.z.b1

Failures
in use of
space.

11

Failures ir
aterials 64
quipment.

A A
1.2.4

Failures Failures
in teaching in the

methods. facilities

1.2.51
Failures
in use of
time.

Since both gates are OR gates, any one of the events can cause the

top event, and therefore is the same as that event (1.0).

Alternate (b) was discarded because, although it appears to be a

neat structuring of the subsystems, as the tree is extended this
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44 Scoping the tree

scoping does not allow for the flexibility and depth of analysis

of that of the prototype tree. However, for the analysis of any

given instructional procedure or program, the (b) model,

especially boxes 1.1 and 1.2, might well be used as a tentative

start on the tree.

4.5 Determining the failure modes

The data from which most of the failure events were derived, as

well as their relationships, were drawn from a number of sources.

A review of the literature disclosed many recent studies done at

the University of California at Berkeley, as well as the East Bay

Manpower Survey, follow-up studies of graduates of local school

districts (the most comprehensive being that done by Oakland

Unified School District), and material in professional vocational

education and guidance journals. Interviews and meetings were

held with district, county, and state vocational education people,

school guidance personnel, and people from Youth Opportunity

Centers, California State Employment Services, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, Kaiser Industries, and university and junior college

professors.

The prototype has undergone four major revisions. The final draw-

ing as represented here was made following an all-day meeting at

which experts from education and business examined and provided

critiques to the entire tree. Some changes may still be made

before the tree is quantified for critical paths.
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5.0 ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOTYPE TREE

This section will cover some general findings from the fault tree

at its present stage of development. The tree as it stands now

should be considered incomplete in that several branches could be

developed to a greater depth of resolution with additional time

and research. There is also no implication that the inputs at

each level cover all the possibilities. A box labeled "other"

could well accompany most of the inputs to OR gates.

5.1 Reading the tree

The critical undesired event has two inputs summed through an OR

gate. Gate Al (failures of inadequate preparation) has five inputs,

also through an OR gate; Gate A2 (other reasons) has three inputs,

also through an OR gate. These eight events can also be divided

roughly into two time phases: events preceding a job application,

and events coexistent with it. The events under Gate Al could be

considered faults internal to the system; those under Gate A2,
as

external to the system.

The tree should be read from the top down, noting at each level

whether events are inputs to AND or OR gates. Examples of

special gates and their interpretation are:

a. Cl (inhibit gate). Any one of the failure events stated as

inputs could cause the failure above given the condition that

the speech and/or language function was not compensated for.

This condition can be converted to a constant probability.

b. Il (matrix gate). Each failure condition listed in the box

beside the gate (teachers, materials, time, etc.) could be
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5.1 Reading the tree

caused by any one of the three events below the gate.

c. B3 (sequential OR gate). Event 1 occurs in time before either

event 2 or 3 or 4. But at Gate C7, event 1 comes before event

2 or event 3, and events 2 or 3 must precede event 4.

d. F16 (conditional AND gate). Given the constant probability

that the appropriate training program is too far from the

student's home, the coexistence of the events "no adequate

transportation available" and "unable to move closer to work"

will cause"fbilure to enter appropriate training program."

e. Houses under Gate Hl. The event "family language is non-

English," although not in itself a failure event, is a basic

input which can cause the fault event "faulty learning due to

inadequate language models in the home."

5.2 Major findings

a. It is evident that the problem of adequate preparation for

employment and the process of employment itself are more corn:

plex than is often assumed. This is not a simple problem, and

the most effective solutions are likely not to be simple ones.

b. The need for oral communication skills appears in several

parts of the tree as logical inputs, and failures in oral com-

munication development will probably constitute critical modes.

Another set of events appearing in several branches relates to

teaching strategies, particularly the adequate setting forth

of objectives, and strategies providing for individual differ-

ences in rates, styles, and modes of learning. The need for

both oral communication skills and for more effective individ-

ualization of instruction has been frequently cited, but the
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5.2 Major findings

tree clarifies the precise relationships oi these needs to

occupational preparation deficiencies, and dLfines the

problems in considerable depth.

c. The tree demonstrates the need for very caretul diagnosis of

student abilities, knowledge and skills in relationship to

occupational guidance and training, and equate feedback to

the student at each point. This includes the gathering of

baseline data as an aid to curriculum construction.

d. A majority of the 330+ events at the ends of the branches

lead straight to the top of the tree through OR gates. In

effect, then, we have a single thread analysis, in which any

event at the bottom of the tree can be thought of as the same

as the critical undesired event with which the tree started.

Two paths illustrating this point can be traced through Gates

Al, B2, CS, D10, E12, and F11; and through Gates A2, B7, C20,

D33, E42, F35, G30, H21, IS, and J3. This means that either

the event "no model of working adult in family" or "job

information comes too late for applicant" could be considered

the same as the top undesired event.

From a technical standpoint, such a tree may be viewed as

representing a very "unsafe" system, with few features built

in which would provide alternative ways of coping with problems

or of monitoring possible hazardous events. It may well be

that in complex social problems, it is impossible to prevent

"failures," but it should be possible to design a system such

that the unfortunate results of such failures would be

minimized.
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5.2 Major findings

e. Some interesting relationships show up between failures of

the decision-making ability (necessary for adequate career

choice), low self-esteem, negative environmental press, and

speech reticence. There is also a relationship between low

self-esteem, reading problems, learning problems, and decision-

making. The fault tree pinpoints the locus for the application

of research findings to developing solutions.

As a matter of fact, important research has been done on the

relationships between anxiety and decision-making, anxiety

and speech reticence, reticence and.decision-making, reticence

and vocational choice. All of these factors show up as inter-

related in various parts of the tree.

f. There appear to be two predominant configurations in the system

represented by the tree: a pervasive information network, and

sets of action or decision points. Most of the failure modes

can be described as (1) breakdowns in information or communi-

cation, or (2) inadequacies related to desired changes in

behavior.

In the first category, there should be noted the following

types of events: failures of information input (no input,

inadequate input, distorted input, obsolete input, etc.),

failures of processing the input data (failures of sensing,

perception, association, memory, retrieval of information,

etc.), or failures of output (decision-making, transfer, etc.).

In the second category appear those failures related to

training: the training is either non-existent or inadequate
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5.2 Major findings

or obsolete, etc.; or the subject fails the training for a

variety of causes. In other words, the desired behavior

changes fail to occur at all, or fail to occur to the extent

and in the manner desired.

If most of the tree can be viewed in the light of the above

two paradigms, it becomes evident that solutions should be

aimed at answering two major questions: (1) Who or what

should be clearly responsible for the various types of input

and action related to the failure modes? and (2) What measures

should be taken to assure that the input, processing, and out-

put from any parts of the system stand in clear relationship

to each other?

An example can be taken from the area of job information as

input to the student. Proceeding on the assumption that in a

well-regulated system, success is not dependent upon chance

or miracles, it is then necessary to specify clearly the

responsibilities for collection, retrieval, and dissemination

of all kinds of data regarding occupations, requirements,

current job openings, future possibilities, and the like. When

vocational guidance and placement are considered everyone's

responsibility, then it becomes no one's job. Similarly with

either general or specific training, decisions need to be made

regarding the public school's role vis-l-vis that of junior

colleges, private training institutions, industry, etc. These

decisions should be based upon considerations of cost/effective-

ness in the broad sense. The tree clearly shows the necessity
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5.2 Major findings

for more effective interfacing of schools at all levels with

business, industry, labor, government, and the community.

Regarding the second question, it becomes obvious that the

schools need to do much more to be aware of and prevent fail-

ures related broadly to the processing of data. That is, it

should be the school's concern not only to raise the quality

of input to the student, but to take all necessary measures

to insure that every student is able to process that input to

the maximum advantage. In essence this means radical changes

in instruction to set up criterion measures for achievement

rather than normative ones, and to build instruction on the

best known ways of providing for individual abilities in

reaching the criteria. In some student bodies at the present

time, from 50 percent to 75 percent of the students would have

to be considered rejects of the system, based on present

achievement tests, reading ability, and so on.

g. The failure modes related to factors other than preparation

should not be considered exhaustive, but are representative

of the obstacles most often encountered. In the present

economic and social climate, of Alameda County at least, the

likelihood of getting a job with possibilities for advancement

is certainly directly related to adequate preparation.

Research needs to be done, however, on the actual extent to

which failure to be employed relates to economic factors,

union requirements, racial and other discrimination, and

technological change. It needs no fault tree to know that
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5.2 Major findings

hundreds of skilled technical jobs are going begging at a

time when thousands of inadequately skilled workers are

uaemployed. But the precise extent of occurrenoe of these

and other constraints has not been documented.

In the area of job application and placement, data gathered

in the process of construction of the tree disclosed that the

business of dissemination of job opening information was so

fragmented among private and public agencies that the job

hunter has to be highly motivated and informed to know where

to look.
10 The tree implies this problem, but a redrawing

might delineate it more clearly.

5.3 Some implications

In considering the implications of fault tree analysis, it shot'd

be noted that any human system will evidence many more single-

thread modes of failure at a hight- probability of occurrence

than a well-designed hardware system. In space vehicles, for

instance, the components are engineered for high reliability, and

safety features are built in at every step as much as possible.

Likewise, the people manning such machines are in as good physical

and psychological condition as possible. Any errors, then, can be

cut to a minimum through careful training and system safety

engineering.

10As this report went to press, a newspaper article reported that the
mayors in Alameda County are considering a joint inter.3gency effort
to coordinate job placement for minority and disadvantaged persons.
Oakland Tribune, October 4, 1968.
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5.3 Some implications

In "people problems," however, especially in education, we start

with the full spectrum of possibilities -- physically, mentally,

psychologically, and socially. Furthermore, not only is it

difficult to specify the "products" that should be the outcome of

an educational system, but errors in the system multiply with

time. The high school graduate or dropout applies for a job with

a background of years of growing, learning, and feeling which

only incidentally prepare him for employment. Problems relating

to his environment, early development, and subsequent twelve

years of schooling serve as a kind of undifferentiated background

providing him with the baggage with which he now encounters the

problem of employment.

An examination of the tree will show that where AND gates occur,

there is often the situation in which it is possible to derive the

information, training, or other input from more than one source,

usually a source outside of the school. Those other sources,

however, have a low probability of occurrence for most of the

target population being considered in drawing the tree.

The point being stressed here, then, is that the tree clarifies

the need for many more "safety" factors in the educational system

than are now evident.

Any redesign of the system should consider carefully the necessity

for developing solutions that will take care of the failure events

in more than one branch of the tree. Since it is apparent that

considerable interaction exists among the subsystems and among

the components of subsystems, solutions should aim at (1) ident-
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5.3 Some implications

ifying those relationships, and (2) providing for more effective

attack on interacting variables.

5.4 Summary

In summary, the prototype tree as it stands affords a considerable

basis for a careful look at any given current educational system

concerned with the parameters of occupational preparation.

Although many of the failure modes delineated have been known to

some degree by educators and other concerned people, the tree

provides a visual display of major problems, defines each in some

depth, and exhibits relationships at the subsystem and component

level.



6.0 EVALUATION OF FAULT TREE ANALYSIS AS AN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
PLANNING TECHNIQUE

At the point to which fault tree analysis has now been developed

for educational problems, it is not possible to predict its

ultimate usefulness to educational planners. Certainly the state

of the art is not yet at the point where its full potential can be

unequivocally demonstrated. Certain features are apparent even

now, however.

6.1 Use of expertise

The tree as it stands can profitably be used as the basis for dis-

cussion with experts from the various areas indicated -- teachers,

principals, curriculum coordinators, reading and speech experts,

psychologists, learning theorists, employers, union officials,

and so on. Discussions can be directed toward evaluating the tree

for completeness and accuracy, identifying those failure modes for

which solutions are now available, and identifying those areas for

which solutions are lacking.

The tree has already demonstrated its usefulness as a communicative

tool. During the later revisions of the tree, it was found that

expert opinion often differed markedly on the degree to which

given input failures resulted in a specific output. In spite of

such disagreements, it was found that experts could be brought to

focus successfully on one branch of the tree at a.time, departing

from global generalities and bringing the discussion to specifics.

When this happened, it was possible to redefine the problem in

order to account for the range of opinions, and ultimately to

arrive at real agreement.
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6.2 Evaluation of programs

Innovative programs related to any of the parameters of occupa-

tional preparation can be examined to see whether program

objectives are clearly stated to indicate those aspects of the

problem to be attacked, and whether the methods proposed will

actually do the job.

The tree has also made it possible to put differing perceptions

of the problem into perspective. It often occurs that individuals

working in one area become so specialized that they tend to see

only one aspect of a situation as being of major importance. For

example, the following have been cited as major solutions: setting

up special math classes for noncollege-bound students, training

disadvantaged students to make out job applications and behave

properly in job interviews, and setting up special vocational-

technical high schools, among others. Whether any or all of these

measures should be taken depends on the probability that the needs

met by the programs suggested are in fact those needs with the

highest failure incidence -- and that fact is not yet known. Yet

it is possible to find sincere workers in the field who consider

only one solution and ignore the relevance of other possibilities.

6.3 Design completeness

The tree also demonstrates that it may not be the main ingredients

of the program that fail, but the irritation built up by many

apparently peripheral problems. This often occurs when the

planning lacks adequate consideration of such matters as logistics

and the integration of support systems. Two examples come to mind.
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6.3 Design completeness

In one instance, an otherwise well-planned summer workshop for

teachers who were to initiate an innovative program nearly

foundered because of repeated small annoyances -- TV equipment

failing to work, constant change of room assignments and an

underestimation by the speakers as to the degree of sophistication

of the group.

In another instance, a program of bussing black students to a

largely white school was almost wrecked because the bussed

students arrived at school in a highly charged and irritated state

of mind. It was discovered almost by accident that one of the bus

drivers constantly made demeaning and deprecating statements to

and about the black students. The situation was remedied by

providing mothers to ride on the busses. Any new program purporting

to provide a solution to a problem needs to be examined for built-in

factors that would raise worse problems than the program solves.

Since fault tree analysis can identify and specify such possibil-

ities, program planners can design in secondary supports, monitors,

remedial action, and the like. The more such failures can be

prevented, the greater the chance for success of the program.

The question can be asked, "If this event were to happen because

of such and such causes, what measures can we fall back on?" The

analysis thus focuses attention on aspects that might otherwise

be overlooked. Since this can all be done in the planning stage,

the teachers in the program can be freed to concentrate on

instruction, their prime responsibility.



6.3 Design completeness

If fault tree analysis is conducted in stages during the design

of a change or a new program, it can alert the planners to areas

where only OR gates exist. Redesign of the system could provide

for AND gates and inhibit conditions that are in essence safety

factors.

6.4 Resource allocation

Finally, it is widely felt that most educational problems could

be solved with adequate funds. But money alone will not solve

such problems, as experience with the poverty program and compens-

atory education has proved. What is needed are better bases for

decisions as to where to allocate funds. When large sums of

money are spent only to remediate conditions for which the under-

lying causes still exist, the problem will continue, even grow.

Developmental as well as remedial programs must be given priority

consideration. And.where direct attack on underlying causes is

beyond the capability of the system, at least safeguards can be

built in to prevent the situation from having catastrophic results.

Fault tree analysis can enable school administrators to analyze

the cost/effectiveness of alternate programs. In a non-cost/

effective system, the options open to teachers and students are

random, not planned. Fault tree analysis permits evaluation of

information flow within and between subsystems, and uncovers

points of communication breakdown.

Although there are many technical problems yet to be solved before

fault tree analysis as an educational tool can be used to best

advantage, new rules and paradigms will be developed as needed to

guide the construction of the tree and to aid in its evaluation.
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APPENDIX

A PROTOTYPE FAULT TREE APPLIED TO THE GENERAL PROBLEM,

"PREPARATION FOR THE WORLD OF WORK"

ERRATA

Page A3 - Change gate E9 to EZO
Change gate E10 to F9

A7 . Reverae the boxes above gatea EU and EZ6

A8 - Change gate D13 from OR to AND (2)
Change gate E20 in lower right corner to E21

AZ7 - Change gate 736 from OR to AND
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-"k4etic capabilities ilr
learning computational

Failur of school to
compensate for reading
deficiencies in studelts
when teaching conceptual
mathematical skills.

Failure of teaching
Ipthods to provide
<adequate developmanti)
conceptual mathematic
skills.

Failure of school to
provide adequate de-
velopmental program ih
speech & language.

Failure of classroom
eelimate to provide for.
-'openness & autonomy in
oral communication.

Failure of school to
provide sequential

espeech & language "%.,

-"program based on
hierarchy of cognitive
skills.

Input faulty due to
inadequate reading
curriculum.

Failure of school to
provide speech and

language curricabum&
"-materials relevant to>
cultural and ethnic'
background of student.

N000

Failure to protide ade-
quate preschool
language program.

,Inadequate reading
"...readiness curriculum

inadequate developrnen
%mewling curriculum.

Failure of teaching
strategies to provide,
w-odequatedevelopment)

in speech and language.

Inadequate remedial
eading curriculum.

A 3



Failure to acquire ads-
quate level of reading
skills due to faulty
oral communication
system.

Failure to acquire
adequate speech/
language skille.

Failure to acquire
adequate level of
reading akills for
employment.

Failure to acquire ade-
quate listening skills.

[-F-

ailure to acquire
adequate level of
reading skills due
to causes other than
faulty oral commun-
ication system.

E7

Failure to acquire
adequate level of
reading skills due
to faulty sensory
system.

Failure to acquire
adequate level of
reading skills due
to faulty data input.

Input faulty due to
inadequate reading
curriculum.

.00"Iss.
Failure to acqulse
adequate level ofN,
reading skills due ->
'to, emotional blo9ks

to.learning. '

Failure to acquire
adequate level of
reading skills due
to faulty data pro-
cessing.

Input faulty due to irk
adequate teaching
strategies.

Inadequate diagnosis
of individualls capahl
/ties.

ailure to use base
ne data.

allure to administer
agnostic tests.

eXlure to interf
with guidance and
psgezlilogical se es.

Aficer causes of faul
'leaching strategies.

Input faulty due to
inadequate teaching
materials.

Inadequate provision
for individual differ.
encss.

fail of tea
strateglee to pr

<for individual modes .>
learning*(e.g.

vimL audito etc.)

Fai e of tea
ategies to pr

for differences in
ergots and mottV

vation.

Failure of teac Fai ure of tea
"strategies to provide "strategies to provi
''- or indiridual rate ) -"for differences in
0 arning. cii1ti,al backgr



1 B

Failure to acquire ade-
quate level of listeni
skills for employment.

Listening skills inade-
quate due to auditory,
sensory, or perceptual

failures.

Listening skills inade-
quate due to hearing

loss.

Listening skills inade-
,uate due to cognitive
failures.

Liste ng cog ive
failures due to
neuro ogical/
physi ogical deficit.

.01

....-.....

Listedrng skil4s
in quate dueNto
faiad4res of discrimina-
tion,,tracking; atten-

tion,4041...#

'Faulty learning of
speech/language skills
due to inadequate lin-
guistic models.

Listening skills inade-
quate due to failure of
teaching cognitive
listening skills.

Failure of school cur-
riculum to provide
sequential program of
listening training..

o adequate listening
curriculum availabl

Flare of achool
recognize importance of
littening cnrriculujn.

Listening skills inade-
Ifquate due to affective
ailures.

List .ng skil
nequate due to

Psychological problem
interpersonal

rela nahips.

Listening skillN
inadequate due to mental
retardation.

Failure of strategies
of teaching cognitive
listening skills.

Tgadliers inadequa
-Crained to teach
co nitive listeni
sk

Fail to gatfte

quate baseline ata

for diagnosis of
co nitive listening
ski

Faklure to adapt
cognitive listening

ogram to individual
ne

Lis ng skil
equate due to

failure of school to
ide for gr

cativothe n.

Failure of adequate
equipment and facil-
ities to teach listen-
ing skills,

Lack of funds t pro-
vide dequate e pment
& facS1litiea to teach
liat.nxg skill .

La of staff int st

utilizing equipme
s'and facilitied to t

liatsJ.ng skills



Failure of school to
provide adeqUate re-
medial program in
speech and language.

Failure of school to
provide adequate com-
pensatory speech &
language program in
the classroom.

Failure of school to
provide adequate remed
ial speech & language
program outside of
claassoom.

Matrix

Failure to provide:
1. Adequately trained

teachers.
2. Appropriate mater-

ials.
3. Adequate time. 12

Matrix

Failure to provide:
1. Adequate staff,

(speech therapists,
counselors, psy-
chologists);

2. Adequate facilities
& materials for
diagnosis & therapy;

3. Adequate articulation
with classroom pro-
gram,

Gate Gate
4. Adequate facilities.
5. Appropriate teach-

ing strategies.

Lack of fUnda for corn-
penaatory speech
program in the class-
room.

School fails to recog-
nize need for
compensatory speech
program in the class-
room.

Lack of knowledge of
elppropriate maaaures
'compensatory speech
program.

Lack of funda for
remedial speech program.

Faulty auditory (speech
sound) discrimation.

Lack of administrative
support for remedial
speech program.°.

Lack of adequate inter -
"face among personnel
'for remedial speech
program.

Inadequate supply of
trained personnel for
remedial :speech program.

Lack of faculty support
for remedial *each
program.

A

Failure to acquir
adequate level of
reading skills du
to faulty data
processing.

61)

Faulty. visual (letter)

Faulty decoding of
visual stimuli.

Faulty decoding of
auditory atimuli.

%.--.//

Faulty memory sp
(data storage

Faulty visual memory
span. ap



Input faulty due to
inadequate teaching
materials.

Iaterials not adapted
<for differences in >

cultural background.

A

Materials based on tOterials not adapted
<faulty premises rega or differences in
ing learning, interests and motivatil.

l) (t

Failure to acquire ads
quate level of reading
skills due to faulty
sensory system.

Failure of visual
sensory system.

ailure to acquire
equate level of

eliding skills due
faulty data

ocessing.

Failure of auditory
sensory system.

Faulty

data
retrieval.

Faulty auditory memory
span.

Faulty data. comparison

(assoclstion)
Faulty encoding.

Faulty motor encoding

(writing).



Inadece
neuromuscular
coordination.

1D

Failure to be adequa
iy prepared due to

inadequate work habi

Failqre to be Lught
adequate work habits.

,Failure to be taught
<adequate work habite>

in the home.

Failure to acquire
adequate level of
writing skills for
employment.

Failure to acquire
adequate level of
handwriting skills
for employment.

Inadequate
eye-hand

coordination.

\*#

Failure to acquire,
eetdequate level of
-epelling skilla for,/

employment.

Inadequate visual
pt.:ception.

°"""""%.

Inappropriate
handedness.

Failure to be taught
adequate work habits

in school.

D A

Failure of school to
overcome poor motiva-
tion to learning ade-
quate work habits.

Not motivated to learn
adequate work habits

in school.

Failure to acquire
adequate level of
composition skills
for employment.

Faulty organization
of ideas in writing.

Failure of school
teach specific wo
habits effectively

El

Failure of school
< to teach how to ),

analyze tasks.

1T
I.-Failure to acquire

adequate level of
reading skills for
employment.

""1"-
Faulty use of conven-
tions of punctuation,
etc. in writing.
(i.e. umechanicau)

***-- .

Failure of school to
<teach how to plan anl

organize work.

Teachers fail to pro-

vide students with
<objective criteria fop
-judging quality of

one's work.



adequate
due to
k habits

Matrix
Gate

Types of inadequate work habits:
1. Inefficiency
2. Poor quality work
3. Disorganisation
Z. Incomplete assignments

S. Inappropriate.attitudes

school to
ific work
actively.

1

Failure to use adeqgat
ork habits consistent

_failure of school to
qaach how to Use time

effectively.

1 to

an and>

ure of school to
how to judge
ty of one's own

fo>x

Failure to use adequate
work habits consistent-
ly due to neurological/
pbYsiological deficit.

Failure of school to
teach how to monitor
own work.

r
School uses

traditional grading <I
syatem aa only

method of judging
quality

of,one2s work.

.44('

Failure to incorporate
adequate work habits
in value system.

,,eRejects ftwork eth104..,
a personal value."'"

Emotional
climate of school

<prevents incorporati
aatquate work habits 1

value system.

ailure of school to
each how to learn fro
nets awn mistakes.

Failure to incorporate
adequate work habits
in value system due to
environmental press.

1E12

Adequate work habits
not present in family
value system.

F11

1111

No model of working
adult present in the

home.

Teachers regard
mistakes as
undesirable.

'

Teachers fail to provide
qugportunities for acht,75-

success through
corr.soiing mistakes.

Failure to incorporate
4:equate work habit
value systeM due
low self-esteem.

2
Influence of peer group

Asfevents incorporating._
`adequate work habits.X

value system.

Adequate work habits
not present in familYI%

-"walue system due to,/
economic deprivation.



Failnre to be adecinat
ly prepared due to
inappropriate career
decisions.

Failure to make any
career decision.

c-
Failure to make a
decision appropriate
to contemporary/pro-
jected oareer opportun
ities. 2

71111111

External faults cause
failure to make a
career decision.

Internal faults cause
failure to make a
career decision.

ailure to make career
decision due to inade-
quate handling of input
data.

E-16

Failure to assume
responsibility due
to emotional immatur-
ity.

Failure to assume
responsibility due
to neurotic depend-
ency.%

Failure to act on
career information.

Failure to receive any
career information.

Failure to assume
responsibility for
making his own career
decision.

E15

Failure to process
input data on careers
adequately.

F13

<Zity perception of,s,
ut data on careers,:

Rejection of input data
on careers due to low
self-esteem.

Failure to process data
areers adequateIs,c

e to environmental./
press.

Failure to process
input data on careers
adequately due to
cognitive deficits.

(I before (2 or 3
before 4

'Failure to process the
<career information >
properly.

Fai
app
inf

F lure to receive any
career information >
from non-school sources.

°chool fails to receive
ppropriate or adequate
areer information.

School fails to search
for appropriate or ade.

quate career informa-
tion.

School f
/evaluate
'Iless and
career i

School fails to provide
staff & time to search

'for appropriate or 7
adcquate information.

School fails to use<rum sources for
ropriate or adequate

information.



1 before

(2 or ) or 4)

N.V.=

Failure to receive
appropriate career
information. (input)

Matrix
Gate

Failure to make a
decision appropriate
to his awn abilities.

Failure through un-
realistic evaluation
of his awn abilities.
(internal)

Fails to receive:
1. Right kind of in-

formation
2. At the right time
3. In an appropriate

form.

arcf

>
=roes.

Failure to receive
any career information
from school sources.

ca

Failure through inade-
quate externa10evalu-
ation of abilitiec.

3D

Failure to make a

decision appropriate
to his awn interests
and working style.

4

Failure because of
insufficient awarenes
of own interests and
working style.

A
ail hrure tough
xternal pressures.>

ceiv
quat

School fails to

evaluate appropriate4%,
ess and adequacy of/
career information.

use
for

adequate

]
School fails to dis-
seminate information
adequately to students

Matrix

Failure of articulation
in guidance program or
critical decision-
making points.

016

'''"s
Failure of articulation

in career guidance bel>
lween elementary ami'
secondary schools.

Failure of articulation
etetween guidance ses4s.,
'Ices and rest of eduod=
tional system.

",/'

Failure of articulation
career guidance "",

'between high schools
and junior colleges.

7L
Fails to have
sufficient funds.

Fails to recognize
importance of dia.
semination of career
information.

School fails to
provide adequate:
1. Personnel
2. Time
3. Space
4. Procedures

adequate supply of
trained/experienced ,>
MAnsellors.

School Board fails to
recognize importance.

Administration fails to
recognize importance.

Faculty fails to
recognize importance.



Failure of school to
provide decision-making

ernal faults cause
ailure to make a caret
ecision.

Dll

Failure of decision-
<Icing experiences
ough other envirosc

mental press.

4ailure of school to
rovide autonomy in>
earning.

Failure of school to
,/aasist atudent in
-`developing specific

goal orientation.

Failure of school to
provide systematic
instruction in problem-
solving skills.

Failure.of school to
provide exploratory
career experiences.

Failure to provide

dkploratory experience>
a proper time.

1=111Er
Unrealistic evaluation
by school personnel.

A3D

Ftilure to provide
eexploratory experience%

sufficient depth andr
breadth.

Failure through inade-
quate external evalua-
tion of abilities.

'IMMO

Failure of home to pro
vide decision-making
ommiences.

Parents or guardi
overly protective.

Parents or guardian

relinquish authority
to others.

Parents or guardian too
authoritarian.

evaluation based
results.

Faulty evaluation based
on physical appearance.

Faulty evaluation based
on reports of other

--
personnel.

efoulty evaluation >
'bued on stereotyping.

'Noe

_Faulty evaluation bastd
con rigid tracking "."
system.

","

Unrealistic evaluation
by parents.

LE20,

Lack of information re
<1.0 ludent's rea
a ilities.

lack of information re
<t lleal waTld

quirements.

Faulty evaluation
because of own
aspiration'.°1



3

Failurs to rouolve any
career Informatior.

Failure to recoive
appropriate caner

'.information from
school sources.

3

Failure to receive
e'appropriate career
-'information from .

non-school sources.

Fails through unreal-
istic evaluation of
his own abilities.
(internal)

44nrealistic

ection of parental)
xpectatl.ons.

Unaware of own physicoll
4r cognitive limits- ,>

ions and/or assets.

**./.

3E\

. ,

/Internal

)
failure.

Insufficient under-
standing of the 'trial
world.fl

Insufficient under-
Atanding of the "reels.
Norldu due to no direct
experience.

Failure because of
insufficient awareness
of own interests and
working style.

D17

41;ealistic due to

ironmental causei
e.g. peer pressure.

Insufficient under
Attending of the urea...,
`46orldll due to vicarioti
experience.

lounselor fails to giv
aptitude/interest test

E2 0

qpunselor fails to tell
<ktudent the results tip
aptitude/interest te s.

Fails to test because
adequate tests
unavailable.

, Fails to test
-",of inadequate time.

Fails to test because
does not trust the
tests.



Employer do's not
provide on.the-job
training.

Inadequately prepared
with special skills
due to failure to
acquire appropriate
formal training.

2.

Wo appropriate special4
lied training availablO
in private schools.

Fails to acquire
specialized training
because no appropriate
training is available
to student.

No appropriate special
ised training is avail
able in public schools.

Appropriate specialised
trainIng is too costly.

No appropriate special-
ised training available

`in government funded
programs.

Appropriate specialisod
training is too complex
technologi.ca\.,2.,V

School officials not
convinced of need for
appropriate specialisod

Appropriate training
program is too far
from student's home.

%...%"

Student fails to reach
an adequate level of
performance of special
skills in a training
program.

Constraints of
distance leading
to failure to
nter appropriate
training program.

1:71
716

e
No adequate trameporta-
tion is available.

Student unable to
<!, move closer to work`

(e.g. restricted



Failure to be adequate
ly prepared with spe- .

dal skills noeded for
an entr3r4evel job.

prepared
skills

to
riate

ng.

Types of specialized
skills:
1. Specific vocational

abilities.
2. Ancillary.akills,

e.g. of job applica-
tion.

InadeAuately prepared
with special Skills duz
to lack of related work

erperionce.

to reach
el of

special
aining

....1

Student fails to enter
an appropriate traini
program.

Student fails to enter
appropriate training
program due to other
constraints.

Student not aware of
appropriate specialised,
trainirw.

Student fails to be
motivated to enter
appropriate training
program.

Student haa unrealiiiic
image of hia own poten-

Student has poor image .,

of vocational education.

Financial constraints
leading to failure to
enter appropriate
training program.

.4011,111112.111.

Student ineligible for
appropriate dipecializk
training.

Student ineligible due
to physical or other

handicap.

Appropriate training
program unavailable
in public schools.

Student unable to afford
private training pro-

gram.

Student ineligible due
to specific constraints

of the program (e.g. )
inocce level too high

11:1g1TAIT!!Zloi, t°



Inadequately prepared
with special skills
due to lack of related
work experience.

riu

Fails to acquire relat-
cod work-experience ili`
volunteer, non-pnid /'

's jobs.

School unaware 1..;f

< benefits of relate:Z.>
work-study program.

Fails to acquire re-
lated work experience
in school-sponsored
work-study program.

Apprent
(requIr
entrywl

1 before 2
3

Student fails to
enroll in related
work-study program.

1.

School fails to offer
related work-study
program.

tudent fails to
cquire adequate skill
n work-study program.

Industry not convinced
of benefits to it of
work-study program.

Insufficient number
of appropriate jobs
available for work-
study program.

Industry corporate
policies interfere
with work-stucty
program.

mom,

ar employees
negative reaction

work-study program.

Too many legal
restrictions. ed

Too many problems
creat by part-
time workers.

,,,Regulations against.,
part-time workers.

/ Work permit problems
\for minors.

Too expensive for
/industry; (e.g. Work-,
" men' s Compensation &

Minima Wage Laws):

Too much supervisory>
-time required.

Misunderstanding o
Child Labor Laws.

<Policy that all'
employees be over>
18 years of age.

Policy that all
employees be hi
school graduates



ANYIr v-

Apprenticeship
kreciuired for
entry-level Sob.

D22

Fails to acquire re-
lated work experience
in apprenticeship
program.

1 before 2
before 3

Fails to acquire re-
lated work experience
in part-time or summer
jobs.

....Related part-time or.,_

aummer Jobs unavail-
able.

1

Fails to look for
related part-time
or summer job.

Related jobs for
iwork-study program
'available only in
union shops. y

--___----

abor fails to approve
elated work-study pro-
gram.

Labor fails to approve
because of presumed\
threat to umion mem-
bers working full-time.

at

be high -N)
aduates.

Labor fails to approye
C.because of other

reasons.

Fails to be offered
e an available related.
"part-time or summer

3

School has insuf-
ficient resources for
related work-study
program.

Too few counselors
.--"--Work-study program <available to super-
\ too costly. vise work-study

program.

<.Too few teachers
available for >

work-study program.°

Too few staff avail-

<able to contact em-
ployers for work-study

program.

A10



Stuunt fails to re
auequate level of
formance of special
skills in a traini

program.

Student fails to reach
adequate level of per-
formance due to failure
of curriculum.

Training curritulum
fails due'to itf-
ficient course

Training curriculum
fails due to inadequate
course content.

Course content meads -
c'quate because it is
uwatered down.0

L
[ours* content inappro-
Mate for job market.

018

Student fails to r
adequate level of
romance because of
personal inadequaci

Fails through inad
(quacies of own off
during training.

Fails through
inadequacies

in pre-
requisite
skills.

Course content inappro-
priate for job market.

Failure of training
institution to keep
informed of current

job market.

Job market information
incceplete.

JAb market information
not available or not

<in a form usable for\)
vocational counselors
and curriculum plan-

ners.

Job market information
out-of-date.

Failure of training
institution to act
on job market infor-
mation.

3

,Training institution
<has over-invested in

obsolete equipment.

Job market information

inaccurate.

mSeX

Course content /nap
priate for future job
market.

Failure of predictions
(regarding employment>)

changes.

Training
provide
in flexi
adaption

Failure of training
institutions to act
on predictions.



to reach
of per-
ecial
aining

to reach
of par-

se of
equacies.

inade-
effort?,
g.

inappr
re job

,0010""4%

Fails because of
physical or mental

inadequacies.

%"/

ning fails to
de experiences

flexibility and.,
tion to change.

Training too narrow
and specialized.

J
Student fails to reach
adequate level of per-
formance duo to teach-
ing failure.

E27

Teacher-student
rapport failed.

Failure of program
components due to lack
of support.

F21

F21A

Teaching methodology
failed to dovelop ads-
quate level of per-
formance.

Components failed:
1. Equiprzent and materials

inadequate or obsolete.
2. Space/facilities inadequate.
3. Teaching staff inadequate.

Student enrollment inadequate.

School system su.,pport

inadequate.

rand parentalCommunity
support inadequate.

e, image of vocational
-education is poor.

State and/or Federal
esupport inadequate.

All



Inadequate supply of
trained/experienced
teachers.

Training inotitutione
unable to use experi-
nced personnel from
business and industry.

Credential require-
ments umrealistic.

Teachers hsve inade-
e'quate knowledge of`..t.,

current ureal worle.
woricrequirements.

Teaching credential
mandator

Failure of teaching
strategies.

1 before 2 before'
before (4 or 5)

,Failure to set precise
objectives. .7./.."

1

"'Failure to monitor
-`....learning process.

Procedures/content>
irrelevant to

objectives.

Failure to hold
attention of etudent.

,,Procedures/content
C improperly organized

or non-sequential.

Failure to
''..,edequate



1

of teaching

U.

,Failure to establiak
,adequate criterion

Failure to supply
sufficient feedbadk
on progress to

tudent.

5

2

to hold
on of student.

.Failure to provide for

transfer of learning.

v Failure to provide
'-4dequate flhands onti

Failure to accomodate
to individual differ-
ences.

1 before.(2 or 3 or 4

Failure to provide
<for differences le>
modes of learning.

Failure to assess
readiness through
base-line data.

1

Failure to provide
/for differences in
\rates of learning.,/'

3

Failure to provide
e'for differences inN,>'

cultural background.

5

Failure to provide
differences in

interests and moti-
vation.



Student unable to take
advantage of related
work-study program.

tudent fails to enro
n related work-study
rogram.

Student not convinced
4:of benefits of related
work-study program.

'fransportation to
work unavailable.

Student unable to meet
requirements of related
work-study program.

5

Student cannot adjust
<school schedule for N)
work-study program.

Student unable to meet
school requirements.

Fails to have
neceasary course

%.,work for work-study
prorram.

Student unable to meet
< 1emp oyer requirenents.

grFails

to maintain
acceptable ade
point average.

_Jails to have other

c pro-reqmisites for
workstudy program.

r-----

r

cpprontimuship program
closed due to internal
onstraints.

Student unaware of
existeAc, of related
work-study program.

ne2

Failure of connunica-
< tion regarding work:'

study program from
school sources.

lftilure of coamunica-
tion regarding work-
study program from
other sources.

\
1E31

Fails to be enrolled
in apprenticeship
program.

r28

Student unaware of
'apprenticeship program.

Apprenticeship program
closed to student.

Cannot afford to
(enter apprenticeship>

program.

Fails to meet ap)ren-
eeticeship program re-%.
"quiremente or pre!,e'
requisites.

Student
uninterested

in apprenticeship
program.

/e

Re-entry denied
after previous
enrollment in
program. /

Fails
e.oppren

.to los
or ch

Apprenticeohip program
closed due to external
constraints.

-----M-.-------------

Pro
due



School component of
work-study program
fails.

[F26

t-

School courses insuf-
eficiently related to >

concurrent work ex--
perience.

,Teaching methods in %,
c...work-study program r'

tail.

1._Student :ails to

acquire adequate
skills in 1.ork-
study ?rogram.

.._

Job component of

1

work-study program
fails.

--r

Job component fails
due to inadequate >
supervision.

,Job component fails
< due to inadequate

teaching methods. ,

Student fails to
reach adequate level
Of pertorManos be-
cause of personal

inadequacies.

job component fails
because of inappro.,
priate skill:level.

Skill level of
teaching too low
for the job.

Apprestice fails to
complete apprentice-
ship.

Fail, to complete
apprenticeship due'
to loss of interest "
or changing values.

ogralernal

Fails to complete-,,
<apprenticeship due >

to lack of capability.

Fails to complete
c< apprenticeship due >

to lack of readi- "

7".

Fail, to complete
< apprenticeship due >

to inadequate pay.

Program filled Program closed to
due to union applicant due to
\quotas. racial discrimination.

Skill level of job
too high ter the
stalest}

Apprenticeship train-
ing inadequate.

Apprenticeship train,-
eimg does not meet needs
-ot major employers in
the area.



Plant and facilities
component failures.

Failure due to factors

in the school which
influence adequate
preparation.

012

Staff component
failures.

Failure to be ad

quately prepared
because of school
home, comeuniV,
peer group fallur

Failure due to fa
in the peer group
which influence
quate preparation.

Administrative com-
ponent failures.

,Inadequate utilization,
, of staff potential."'

Inadequate educational
leadership of adminis-
trator.

.Lack of awareness of
<: better methods of >

adminiatration.

Poor cornamnicationN,.
6etween administrator>
and faculty.

[Failure to update
instructional pro-
gram.

5'31

Desire to revolt
against adult
authority. /

Unfavorable school
climate.

Other influenc

Failure to assign
(priorities adequately)

for optimum results.

Failure to update`
<structuring of

school day and year.

Failure to update
types of etudent

groupings.

,, Failure to update
curriculum.

Failure to update ,
< teaching materials >

and strategiee.

School climate too ' School climate too>
authoritarian. pmmdssive.

..--

Lack of support for
'-teacher and student

creativity.

- Aww.00A4MwANA0A401.".64 ,,:ipiQW06,04400R0101



be ade-
ared
chool,
ty, or

failures.

Social preseure
not to achieve.

uencee.

Failure due to factors
in the community which
influence adequate
preparation.

Lack of appropria
quality education
in the community.

Community hostile
to the schools.

Failure due to factors
in the home which in-
fluence adequate pre-
paration.

Emotional climate ss,

of home unfavorable.'

Failure of continuity
to high mobility

N. of family.

Community apathetic
to the schools.

D27

Fails to see how
<education can help 'N

solvetheir problems.

Value syytem of NN
home unfavorable. -

....Experiences of racial
'bias cause apathy>,.>

;Poverty causes apathy.

e- Inadequate space
- and time for study.

A 114



za\--

Failure of teaching
methodic

Staff compnent
failures.

.
,.. Failure of student-%.1

'', teacher rapport.

./..-------"7"------

-..,

/1 before 2
%before (3 or 14))

Teaching prooedures
not designed to meet

objectives.
2

Objectives inadequate.

Objectives not
clearly difined.

Teachers inadequately
trained.

cm
H16

"T-

Fre-service training
inadequate.

Teachers have
inadequate
experience.

1n-service training
inadequate.

Lack of adequate
methods of rein-

foromunt.
3

Objectives not ade-
quately related to
ureal worldu require-
ments.

Teachers lack
knowledge of

worldu
requirements.

Inadequate attention
to individual differ-
ences.

4

Failure to provide
for individual

interests.

Failure
<for diff

learning

Failure to provide
S for differences in >

learning rates.

Clams too large.

Failure to utilize
,,/itore effective staf
"ing and grouping

procedures.

d. Insufficient fUnds to
make classes smaller:



Failure of special
services (counseling,
tc.).

Community hostile
to the schools.

e'Lack of adequate
-%two-way communication.

<Climate of violent.)
social change.

Previous experiences
reinforce negative

attitudes.

<Services not provided.>

Failure to provide
for differences in
learning modes.

ervices ineffective.?

Schools fail to
<meet special needs
of community.

tills*
vs staff.
ing

Plant construction
prohibits optimum
use of vpace.

Instructional
materials and
equipment in-
adequate.

Plant too old.

Plant inadequately

designed.

Insufficient funds
to purchase more
adequate materials
and equipment.

Materials/equipment
poorly chosen.

\+.-.//1

A 15



1

[--

Job unavailable due
to apprenticeship

requirements.

Failure to be
evloyed because
no entry-level
job available.

Entry-level job
unavailable due
to factors
indigenous to
particular industry.

C16

sss,

ob available only
through apprenticeship

program.

Job unavailable du
c. to seasonal fluctu-

ations.

Apprenticeship program
closed to new members.

Apprenticeship program
<maintains quotas.

Job unavailable due
<to economic recession

in the industry.

Entry7lev l job
unavailable through
economic factors;
(e.a. general re-
cession in the
regiodNor_pcuntry).

Job unavailable due to
technological unemploy-
ment (job obsolescence

Job unavailable due
<ttrikes in the

industry.

Unskilled and Mg".
skilled jobs uneven-
able

Entrance to apprentice-
<ship program only
through father.

Skilled jobs unavail-
able due to autonation.

Job obsolete due to
cost of job category.

1

Failure to be employed
because of union re-
strictions.

Union closed to
new members.

Job unav
non-unio

Discrimination
employment agen

7 -N
Discrimination
in agency policy.

E140

,//-Diseriminati
<._,...due to emplo

request.



to
ry.

*Job unavailable
in local geo- )

graphic area.,/

Unable to provide for
<transportation to job.

*.

Failure to be employed
because of failure to
meet general employer
requirements.

Cannot afford
housing in area.

Housing in area
is restricted.

unavailable to
-union members.

tion in
agenqr.

Failure to be employed
becauso of discrimin-
ation.

Failure through
discrimination
in hiring authority.

Discrimination
in union.

tion
loyer

st.

DiscriminatiOn
by agency inter-

viewer./

L
Fail ure to be
employed because
applicant is
eligible for the

Failure to meet
specific employer
qualigying re-
quirements.

Discrimination based C20

on:
1. Race
2. Religion
3. Sex
4. Age

Failure to meet re-
quirements of job
application.

Discrimination in
employing compagr.

Discrimination
in company policy.

Discrimination
by individual
interviewer.

Failure to meet
specific job re -

Iquirements.



7A

Failure to meet
requirements of
job application.

(533

r-
Failure to apply
for job at all.

1

,..Aiplicant fella
N..seek job information.

idle to apply
<,:or personal reasons/
Ag. shyness, fear;

etc

Applicant fails to
identigy job open-
ings.

Failure of data bank
regarding job opening
information.

Failure of adequate
retrieval of job
opening information.

1

1 before 2

jails to receive any
Cinformation on proper
methods of application.

Failure of adequate
dissemination on
job openings.

Failure of employer
to utilize inter-
mediaries.

_failure of employer
(to utilize public >

employment agencies.

Failure of employer
to utilize achools.

Failure of employer
to utilize private
schools.

Failure of employer,
to utilize private ;>

profit-making schools.

,,Failure of employer,
<;,to utilize private ;>

employment agencies.

Failure of employer
to utilize public
schools.

Failure of employer
<to utilize private,

non-profit-miking
schoole.

Failure of employer
to advertise through
mass media.

Lack of funds
to adrertize.

/Failure to advertize,
'gue to ignorance of "

need.

Failure to advertize
due to traditional
company policy.

Company hires
'fat the gatem.



Ilpes of failure:
1. Failure to keep appointment.
2. Failure to fill out forms

properly.Failure to apply
properly for job.

3. Failure to be appropriately
dressed.2

L. Failure of appropriate
demeanor and speech.

S. Failure to bring appropriate
documents.

Matrix 6. Failure to interact effec-
tively during interview.

, Gate

Fails to receive suf-
ficient information on
proper methods of job
application.

1
Failure of information
on job application from
school sources.

Failure of informatin
<from other sources.

Fails to put
information
into practice.

Information received
is not relevant to
applicant.

Imformation is fldt.

reinforced through')
ropriate trai-

ing.

Failure of general
recruitment methods. ,./fiformation receiv

`--not appropriate for
applicant.

Company policy
Kqresulta in inade-

uate recruity,/'
methods.

,,Compary size results
c. in inadequate re-

cruitment methods.

Age of company too
/OA, too new) results,
'`in inadequate re-
cruitment methods.

nformation receive
'.`too late fpr

carrc



No data batik due to

no job market surveys.

ailure of labor
market information.

!'ailure of job re -

``quiremuntinfurraation

Faulty perception of
input regarding job
openings.

Faulty perception
due to distraction/
preoccupation re-
garding input.

Faulty perception
due to disinterest
in input.

Input not i
readily usa

by teach

Failure of ind
take the initiative
interfacing with

schools.

Failure of sdhools
to take the initiative
in interfacing with
industry.

(Input comes too early
'for applicant.

Input discrepant with
/Self -image of appli=s5
-'cant (e.g. aapiration

level).

N1 ,0Input comes too late
"for applicant.

Failure of guidance
and counseling ser -
Vices to interface
with industry.

Failure of vocational
education program to
interface with industry

No vocational education.
coordinators.

Counselors fail to
c/consider interfaces>
'-with industry as
part of their job.

s%s.'

Coordinators fail
_,eto consider inter-
N,face with industry

as part of their

's.e'



Failure of data bank
regarding job opening
information.

G30

Data bank of job
openings inadequate
due to faulty input.

Input not in a readily
uaable form.

16

Input not in a
readily usable form eInput not in a readily>

usable form by studentsi.by teachers.

ant with
of appli2s5
aspiration

4

Faulty input due to
failure in communica-
tion sources.

Matrix
Gate

Communication source
failures.

<Difficult to retrieve
information from data

bank.

Types of faulty input:
1. Obsolete information.
2. Misleading information.
3. Insufficient number of

occupations.

4. Insufficient number of
firms.

S. Conflicting information.
6. Wrong timing.

Faulty input from
employers.

Faulty input from
training agency
(schools etc.).

1

Faulty input from
mass media.

Faulty input from
parents, peers, tc.

Faulty input from
placement agency.

K2

Public employment Private employment
agencies. agencies.

18



Failure of adequate
retrieval of job

opening information
by applicant.

TA

Applicant fails to
knoW sources of job
information.

1122

Failure to know of
primary sources.

A2

Failure to know of
secondary sources.

Applicant fails to
use j b information
data correctly.

Jails to apply job
information to his
own abilities.

Counselors have
narrow view of
their function.

"...Inadequate training
'.of counselors.

Counselors interested
mainly in college
preparation.

1C3

Fails to r
proper couns
about the j

ceive
eling
b.

Fails to
. job desc

Counselors hav stereo]
typed ideas regarding
the individualls po.
tential.

Failure ,
of counselors to

understand
'Ns. information. ,

Local
community

-' interested mainly iz;
college preparation.

./eAdministration
e interested mainlN>
', in college

.preparation.

Failure
,/-' of counselors to
N.,search for relevant

information.

Failure of counselors
to use available in-
formation.

inappropriates
< image by counselors

of nworld of
.

N.._work.n

Inadequately ,

informed/trained>
counseling
staff. ,e'

Not enough
time/staff

Student/
. count' or ratiO

too high.
e'



:

ate

ob
tion

Applicant fails to
look for job infor-
mation because of
internal constraints.

Ire

ng Fails to understand...,

Applicant becomes

job description,

dependent on local
OED program.

Applicant qualifies
for 0E0 program.

Does not look for job
outside of immediate
geographic area.

No counseling
available.

Student/
counselor ratio

too high.

Rapid turnover of
counseling staff.

< District too small.



Failure to know of
primary sourcea.

Fails to know about
uat the gateu hiring.

Fails due to lack of
direct contact with >
uworld of worku.

Fails to acquire,,,
<, information from

secondary sources.

1

Fails to make the
rounds of potential
employers.

Does not want to.

Fails to know about
--,flat the gate hiring

.., practices.

Failure of information
on job application
from school sources.

A 3

Fails to
information from
employees of
companies having
job openings.

(1;:)

Employees do not
receive information.

Failure of school to
give information on
job application.

H25

School fails to give
information in general
academic curriculum.

CurTiculum does not
<provide for teachine>

methods of job appli-
-. cation.

School fails to give
< information in voca-

tional courses.

Teachers do not teach
<methods of job appliv

cation.

.Failure of counselors
to give information
on job application.

dies,

Failure of student to,
perceive information
correctly.

Student
absent when
information

given

Student`
does not

<,understand
information..

not t



to receive
ation from
SO3 of
es having
enings.

J7)

Does not look
for job outside of
immeliate geographic
area.

Employees do not's"'

disseminate in-
formation."'

Geographic concepts
unrealistic.

No time available
for commuting.

No money/facilities
available for trans-

portation.

..-ltudent
</not interested

in
information.,,

."".r ...

Student
does not

understand
ormation.,,"

responsibilities
take too much time.

ss,

Prefers to upend
non-working time ;>

in other ways.

Failure to know of
secondary sources.

1

Failure to know of
(public school coun-

---, seling.ss
ss,

Failure to know of
K., private employment/>

placement agencies.

Failure to know of
\s public employment,>

agencies.

A20



Unacceptable
appearance.

Failure to meet

specific employer
requirements.

Phyaiological per..
formance inadequate
for the job.

Inadequate
recommendations.

. Skeletal

system
failures.

...--LN

Muscular
MAO Respire-

system
sensory tory

failures. system ( system )

failures.1 failures.



Failure to pass quali-
fying examination.

-=1
Lack of wmacific
credentials.

Inability to qualify
e for particular license

(e.g. driverls).

Lack of specific
credential,.

agency
ndations
.g. school:s>
er).

Faults in the exam-
ination lead to
failure to pass
examination.

"./.1%%.N..
Examination more .

difficult than
necessary.

EXamination culturally
biased.

Examination largely
cunrelated to job

...requirements.

Faults in the appli-
cant lead to failure
to pass examination.

d, Applicant fails for
psychological reasons.

A21



Failure to accept offer
,because of insufficient,
opportunity for advanc6-

ment.

Failure to accept
offer due to job
requirements.

Failure to accept
working hours.

Failure to accept
working conditions.

Failure to accept
tasks assigned.

Considers tasks
too easy.

Considers tasks
too menial.

Considers tasks
too difficult.

Taska
for o

Low self-esteem. Training has been
insufficient.



Failure to accept
offer because pay
too low.

D38

Expectations unreal-
.'istic because of >

ignorance of world
of work.

Can make
more money in

criminal activities
..cr on wlfar.

Expectations unreal-
< tele due to faulty

information.

IL 22


